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ABSTRACT

Title of Dissertation: Correlation Between Particle Velocity
and Conditions of Abrasive Waterjet Formation

Wei-Long Chen, Doctor of Engineering Science, 1990

Thesis directed by: Dr. E. S. Geskin
Associate Professor
Mechanical Engineering Department

The velocities of water and abrasive particles in

abrasive waterjet(AWJ) were measured by the use of Laser

Transit Anemometer(LTA). A setup for the velocity measurement

was constructed and a statistical technique was used to

improve the accuracy of the velocity determination. A

comparison of the magnitude of velocities determined by LTA,

Piezoelectric Force Transducer and Schlieren Photograph

clearly indicates the feasibility of the use of LTA.

The velocities of water and particles were measured for

different diameters of water and slurry nozzles, abrasive mass

flow rates and particle sizes. The performed experiments

enabled us to evaluate the effects of conditions of jet

formation on the particles velocities. An empirical equation

for the prediction of particles velocities was constructed by

the use of obtained results. The coefficeint of correlation

between experimental and computed results is equal to 0.93.

The acquired information can be used to select the operational

parameters in AWJ cutting. The obtained results also provide

information on the acceleration mechanism of entrained

particles, which may be used to improve the design of slurry

nozzle.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Waterjetting has been used as a cutting and cleaning

tool in industrial applications for over twenty years. As

shown in Fig. 1, water is pressurized up to 325 MPA and

expelled through a sapphire orifice to form a coherent and

high-velocity waterjet(WJ).

An abrasive waterjet cutting technology is an extension

of waterjet cutting technology. As depicted in Fig. 2,

waterjet is introduced into a carbide tube where the negative

pressure is created and the abrasive particles are drawn into

the tube. The turbulent processes in the tube cause the

water and abrasive particles to mix together to form an

abrasive waterjet. Here, part of the waterjet's momentum is

transferred to the abrasives, whose velocities are abruptly

increased. As a result of the momentum transfer between

water and abrasives, a high-velocity stream of abrasives is

formed which performs the cutting action. The cutting of

material is a process in which material removal takes place

due to the erosion action of such abrasive particles which

strike upon the work surface with high impact velocity.

[1].

As of today, the use of AWJ for material removal is



limited only to cutting applications. The main reason for

this is our incapability to predict the exact nature of the

erosion mechanism involved in its cutting process. The study

of the erosion of the surface upon impingement by an AWJ may

be divided into two major stages. The first stage is the

determination from the fluid conditions of the number, the

direction and the velocities of particles striking the

surface. With the knowledge of such information , the second

stage will be the calculation of the amount of surface

material removed. Therefore, the determination of the

particle velocities at different conditions of AWJ formation

is essential to the establishment of the prediction model of

the cutting results.

The conditions affecting AWJ formation can be

categorized, in general, as follows:

* Water pressure(Pw).

* Sapphire nozzle diameter(d n ).

* Carbide tube(or slurry nozzle) diameter(d c ).

* Abrasive material.

* Size of the abrasive particle(da ).

* Abrasive mass flow rate(ma ).

* Carbide tube length(l c ).

The purpose of this study is first to find one reliable

experimental technique which allows us to measure the

velocities of particles entrained in the AWJ under different

diameters of sapphire and slurry nozzles and different



abrasive mass flow rates and particles. The selection of

these parameters is based corresponding to the operating

conditions prevailing in AWJ cutting in industry today, i.e.,

water pressure maintained at 325MPa, garnet sand was

the abrasive used and the length of carbide tube was kept at

2"(50.8mm). An empirical equation expressing the correlation

between particle velocities and selected parameters is

thereafter to be constructed from the experimental results.

The velocities of particles in a stream of gas or

liquid can be determined theoretically by solving the

equation of motion of the particles based on the given

initial and boundary conditions. For the abrasive waterjet

which is our area of interest, theoretical determination of

the velocities of entrained particles is not possible due to

an insufficient knowledge of the particle acceleration

mechanism, i.e., the nature of the mixture inside the carbide

tube after the injection of abrasives is not clear. Also,

the entry of air inside the mixture at the time of particle

injection tends to make it a multiphase flow, thereby

posing increasing difficulties to find a theoretical

solution.

Pertaining to the measurement of the velocity of

particle entrained in the AWJ, several problems are

encountered due to the magnitude of jet diameter and impact

pressure. Two experimental techniques have so far been



proposed. The use of a pair of current-carrying coils spaced

1.2" apart was first employed [2]. The particle velocity is

determined by the measurement of the time elapsed between

the signals induced by the magnetic particles passing the

coils. This technique, however, allows us to measure only

the mean velocity of a particle travelling through a

considerably long distance compared to the jet diameter,

which is only 0.05". Also, in this method, since the coil

encloses the jet completely, the obtained velocity may

represent the velocity of a particle at any point on the

cross section of the jet and need not necessarily be at the

center of the jet. Another technique to measure the average

velocity of the abrasive particles at certain cross-section

of the AWJ was based on counting the number of impact

craters observed on an aluminum plate which was used as the

test piece [3]. In addition to the shortcoming associated

with the first experiment, the accuracy of the results of

this measurement is strongly correlated to the counting

method and can be used only for low abrasive flow rate.

Considerable efforts were made in this study to find

one instrument which can be used to measure entrained

particle velocities. The first technique was to take the

photograph of the AWJ at 10,000 frames per second with the

copper-vapor laser as the source of light [4]. The

determination of the particle velocity is based on the trace

of the trajectory of the particle from photograph. However,

obtained photograph can not provide us such information due



to the difficulty in identifying the same particle in

different frames. Another technique involves the use of

Schlieren photography which is commonly used in supersonic

flow measurement [5]. The determination of the velocity of

the flow is based on the Mach number obtained from

photograph. This technique, unfortunately, can not be

employed for our purpose since the velocity of the particle

can not be distinguished from obtained results. Finally, the

use of Laser Transit Anemometer(LTA) was found to be

applicable for the purpose of measurement of particle

velocity due to the size of its measuring volume which is

comparable with the diameter of the AWJ in question.

The LTA operates by detecting scattered light from

small particles as they pass through two focal points formed

by two highly focused laser beams. The velocity is

determined by the measuring of the time taken for the

movement of particles from one focal point to another and the

known distance between these two focal points.

The application of LTA upto now was limited to the low

turbulent single-phase or two-phase flows. Therefore, a

special setup and measurement procedure was developed in this

study in order to specifically measure the velocities of

particles entrained in the desired region of high turbulent,

multiphase AWJ. The developed setup enabled us to accurately

align the laser beams emitted from the LTA and the axis of



the AWJ . And, the developed measurement procedure allowed

us to distinctly identify the velocities of the driven fluid

and entrained particles. A complete description of the

setup and measurement procedure is given later in Chapter 3.

Despite the primary importance of the measurement of

particle velocity, only two works out of several thousand

studies concerned with the AWJ technology were devoted to the

determination of this velocity. Our study is a complete

work reporting the application of a reliable technique which

enables us to measure directly particle velocity at different

conditions of AWJ formation.

Due to the lack of the information related to the use

of LTA for similar purpose, the reliability of the obtained

measured results were validated by comparing the velocities

of waterjet obtained from the computation using Bernoulli's

equation and forces measured by Piezoelectrric Force

Transducer. For the particle velocities, the comparison was

performed by checking the range of the value of velocities

obtained from Schlieren photography measurement.

A number of trials were performed to select the correct

independent and dependent dimensionless variables which were

necessary for' the formation of an empirical equation. The

foremost criteria for the selection of those variables was

the correlation coefficient obtained by conducting the

regression analysis of the variables. The obtained equation



is the first mathematical model describing the kinematics of

particles entrained in the AWJ.

The description of the AWJ system is given in Chapter

2. The review of the previous work concerned with the study

of the velocities of particles entrained in the AWJ and the

use of LTA is given in Chapter 3. The description of

experimental setup and measurement procedure is given in

Chapter 4. Chapter 5 provides a review of the statistical

technique which was used to identify the correlation in

question. The validity of the use LTA for the determination

of particle velocity is given in Chapter 6. The experimental

results and the analysis of the obtained equation are given

in Chapter 7. The performed work enables us to identify the

the velocity of particle entrained in the AWJ under different

conditions. This and some other conclusions obtained as the

results of this study are provided in Chapter 8.



CHAPTER 2

DESCRIPTION OF AWJ SYSTEM

The first commercial application of a waterjet system

was at Alton Box Board, Alton, Illinois, in 1971. The

materials cut with the pure waterjet were limited to the non-

metal materials with relatively low shear strength, such as

food products, rubber, plastics, paperboard forms, etc. The

limitation to cut metal materials prohibited its use as a

universal tool. The advent of abrasive waterjet(AWJ)

cutting technology in the early 80's produced a new tool in

machining every known material [6-10].

Jet cutting, including WJ and AWJ cutting, offers many

advantages. Some of these depend on the specific applications

under consideration, but among these advantages are the

following:

* It is estimated that production cost savings of at least

50% have been realized compared to the conventional machining

technologies[11].

* The processes of cutting produce minimal or no dust, which

makes operation less hazardous.

* It cuts without heat, which eliminates thermal distortion

and fire hazards is therefore prevented.

* The WJ or AWJ is a true point, omni-directional cutter,

hence cutting of complicated shapes is easily accomplished.



* Reaction forces from jet cutting are relatively low, hence

structural support hardware requirements are dedicated to the

mass of actuating components and their dynamics, not to the

tool cutting force.

In addition to the advantages mentioned above, each

application identifies additional ones, such as less noise,

faster cutting speed, smooth cutting surface, etc., based on

specific considerations.

To pressurize the water, a special system of components

has been developed. The equipment employed in this study,

the Streamline waterjet cutter manufactured by the Ingersoll-

Rand Co., is divided into four major parts: the hydraulic

unit, the nozzle body, the abrasive feeding system, and the

robotic work cell.

The principal machine in the hydraulic unit is the

intensifier, a special type of pump. A basic system

pressurizes a large piston at hydraulic pressure about 1,500

to 3,000 psi. The control system cycles the piston in a

double acting motion. The piston is mechanically connected

to a smaller diameter piston and the resultant pressure in

the smaller piston cylinder is intensified by the ratio of

the areas of the large and small pistons. Using this

principle it is possible to create a water flow having

pressure between 50,000 and 60,000 psi. A series of check

valves allow the water to enter the high pressure cylinder



on the suction stroke, and leave on the discharge stroke. A

booster pump is used to assure continuous flow into the

suction side of the high pressure cylinders. 	 Filters and

softeners are used to condition the water. 	 High pressure

tubing and swivels are used to connect the intensifier to the

cutter, i.e. the nozzle.

In a pure waterjet cutting system, the nozzle is

normally a small sapphire orifice with a diameter between

0.1778mm to 0.3556mm. In abrasive waterjet cutting system,

the same nozzle as in pure waterjet cutting is used in

conjunction with a secondary nozzle, known as carbide tube,

with 0.8636mm, 1.09mm, and 1.6mm of internal diameters. The

carbide tubes are made from tungsten carbide to resist wear.

A vibratory feeder is used to control the feedrate of

the abrasives. In the course of the experiment, the size of

the abrasive varied from 220 to 50 mesh with garnet sand

being the material. The typical Tyler sieve analysis is

shown in Fig. 3 [12].

The movement of the cutter is controlled by a 5-axis

robotic workcell with Allen-Bradely 8200 controller. The

programming ,capability of the controller enables the

development of straight and arc trajectory for the cutter.

The positioning accuracy is +/- 0.005" and the repeatability

is also +/- 0.005" [13].

10



CHAPTER 3

LITERATURE SURVEY

3.1. Study of Waterjet

An abrasive waterjet(AWJ) is formed when a high-

velocity waterjet mixed with abrasive particles is expelled

through a carbide tube. The study of the behavior of the

waterjet prior to mixing with particles is therefore

essentially useful for the study of the entrained particles.

There are relatively few published papers dealing with

high velocity waterjets which are applicable to our study.

Dunne and Cassen investigated the velocity discontinuity and

instabilty of a liquid jet having velocity higher than the

speed of sound in air [14]. Schlieren photography was used

in his study to observe the development of jet and to

determine its velocity. An investigation of the distribution

of momentum in a continuous liquid jet of supersonic velocity

was given by Semerchan [15]. The average velocity of the jet

was determined from the measurement of the discharge rate of

water and compared with the value computed from Bernoulli's

equation. Kinoshita studied the compressibility of waterjet

by the measurement of the Mach number of the flow, which was

determined from Schlieren photography [16]. A complete

review of jet study is given in Reference [17].

1 1



3.2. Study of Particle Motion in a Fluid stream

The motion of particles entrained in a stream of fluid

has been investigated in connection with a variety of

industrial applications. Several equations were proposed for

particles entrained in a laminar flow. The forms of these

equations depends on the forces considered in a particular

study. Finnie [18] employed an equation goverening the

motion of particle subjected to the drag force. This

equation has the form:

where

r 	 : particle radius

v	 : particle velocity

ρp 	 : particle density

U 	 : air velocity

oa

	

: air density

Cd

	

: drag coefficient

A deduction of the equation of the motion of particles

subjected to different forces is given in [19]. The various

applications of this equation are discussed in [20-30].

The motion of particle in a turbulent flow is discussed

in [31] and in some other studies. Tchen [32] and Hjelmfelt

[33] derived an equation of the motion of particles and

12



discussed the particle response to the oscillatory motion of

the carrying fluid. As a result of their work, the following

equation was proposed:

Here

to is the starting time

the index f refers to the fluid

the index p refers to the particle

U is the velocity

d is the particle diameter

p is the density
Fe is an external force

A numerical solution of this equation at various

initial and boundary conditions is given in [34-39].

3.3 Study of Particle Motion in an AWJ

Despite intensive study of motion of particles

entrained in a fluid stream for different engineering

applications, the information about the motion of particles

in the AWJ formed by the nozzle head as used in this study

are limited. Particularly, there is no direct determination

13



of particle velocity.

A simplified equation for the prediction of the

particle velocity is given in [40]. Its derivation is based

on the conservation of momentum. The equation is as given

below.

where

Vw is the water velocity prior to mixing with particle

V° is the mixture velocity at the exit of nozzle

raw is the mass flow rate of water

ma is the mass flow rate of abrasive

Assuming the velocity of particle contained in the mixture

equal to V', we obtained

However, this model does not consider the specific conditions

of AWJ, for example, the pressure drop occurring within the

carbide tube and the drag friction during the mixing process.

The present study is concerned with the construction of the

equation which is specifically applicable to AWJ.

An experimental technique for estimation of the

14



particle velocities was developed by Swanson[7]. In his

experiment, conventional garnet sand mixed with steel

particles of comparable size are entrained by the waterjet

and the resulting mixture is directed through a pair of

current-carrying coils spaced 1.2" apart. The particle

velocity is determined by the measurement of the time between

the signals induced by the steel particles entrained in the

AWJ. This technique, however, allows us to measure only the

mean velocity of a particle travelling through a considerably

long distance compared to the jet diameter, which is only

0.05". Also, in this method, since the coil encloses the jet

completely, the obtained velocity may represent the velocity

of a particle on the periphery of the jet. Moreover, the

obtained velocity is the velocity of added steel particle,

rather than the actual abrasive particles used for cutting.

Isobe presented a theoretical model to calculate the

velocity of a single particle by solving the equations of

particle motion in the waterjet[8]. The following

assumption were made in his derivation.

1. Shape of particle is spherical.

2. Gravity and air resistances are small enough to be

neglected.

3. The angle between the velocity vector and the

longitudinal axis of the waterjet is relatively small.

Therefore, the velocity component in longitudinal

direction was used to represent the velocity of waterjet.

15



The final form of the equations proposed by Isobe are as

follows:

where

X : longitudinal coordinate

Y : transversal coordinate

R : radius of particle

p : density of particle

m : mass of particle

CD : drag coefficient

CL : lift coefficient

The above equation does not consider the energy dissipation

in the turbulent flow which is an important factor in the

determination of AWJ behavior. Also, the effects of

interaction between particles has been neglected in this

derivation.

In addition to the above model, Isobe also obtained the

average velocity of abrasive particles by counting the

numbers of the impact craters on an aluminum plate, which he

used as a test piece. However, the obtained velocity may

16



represent the velocity of the particle on the periphery of

the jet and the accuracy of the results is strongly

correlated to the counting method.

3.4 Measurements of Velocity of Particle in the AWJ

The conventional probe instruments used to measure the

velocity of the flow can not applied in this study due to the

presence of the particles. For this reason, only the non-

instrusive instruments such as photography and laser

velocimeter can be considered. The use of photography to

determine the particle velocity in an AWJ is difficult due to

the size and velocity of the object. Also, the water

droplets of the jet make the picture indistinct. Laser

velocimeter, on the other hand, is non-instrusive and also

involes a very small measuring volume. In general, there are

two different types of laser velocimeter based on the

difference of their operational principles, i.e., Laser

Doppler Anemometer(LDA) and Laser Transit Anemometer(LTA)

[41]. LTA is chosen for the purpose of this study due to the

excessive cost of LDA. The following survey, therefore, is

limited to the measurement of LTA.

The operational principle of LTA was first reported by

Schodl [42] and the test using LTA was carried out in a

supersonic wind tunnel with Mach number up to of 2.2. In his

study, the time measurements, taken at the same measuring
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point, were represented in the form of probability

distribution. The maximum value of the probabilty was taken

to calculate the mean value of velocity of the flow at the

measuring point. He also found that the angle between the

directions of flow and beam plane was strongly correlated to

the determination of the maximum probability. The greater

the angle between the direction of the flow and beam plane,

lesser the maximum value of probability. Beyond an angle of

1.5 degree, the measured data became randomly distributed and

failed to determine the value of velocity. The results of

Schodl measurement were compared with hot-wire measurement

and agreed very well.

After the work of Schodl, Eckardt [43] used the same

method to measure the velocity in the internal flow of a

radial discharge impeller, running at tip speed up to 400

m/sec.

Mayo [44] used LTA to measure the central axial

velocity of the jet with 1" diameter by incoporating the data

management system(DMS) into the LTA. The DMS automatically

rotates the two focused beams about a common center through a

sequence of angles so that the flow direction can be

determined by comparing the maximum value of probability

taken at different angles.

Loh and Tan [45] employed LTA to measure the velocity

of air jet with the pressure up to 5 atm. In their work, the
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possible cases relating to the travel of the particles were

discussed. The results of their measurement were in

agreement with the results obtained from the Schlieren

photography measurement.

Smart [46] measured the velocity and flow angle in the

rotating blades of turbomachinery by the use of LTA. The

obtained results were compared with the data received by the

use of Bernoulli's equation with the substitution of the

measured pressure. The comparison between measured and

computed results shows the validity of the measurement in his

study.

From the above review, it is clear that the LTA

technique can be used for the determination of particle

velocity in a flow. However, considerable efforts need to be

made in every different applications due to the occurrence of

incorrect data which will be discussed in the next chapter.

Moreover, the comparison of the results measured by LTA and

other available methods is necessary to validate the

feasibility of LTA measurement.

In addition, the available sources concerned with LTA

theory and applications do not provide any practical guides

for the use of this technique. The provided information is

limited to the physical principles and the results of

applications. All elements of the used measurement procedure
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were developed in the course of this work and are discussed

in detail later in this study.



CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

4.1 Experiemntal Apparatus

Laser Transit Anemometer(LTA) is an optical instrument

for nonintrusive measurements, which produces no

interference with the flow. It has a unique lens system that

splits a single incoming laser beam into two equal intensity

beams and focuses the beams into a small region. Thus, a

particle passing through the focal point of either of these

split beams generates a scattering light of high intensity.

The design of LTA is such that it ensures the generation of

the signals is due to only those particles passing through

the focal points. With a knowledge of the the distance

between the two foci and the time taken for a particle to

travel through these two focal points, it is possible for us

to calculate the velocity of the particle. The operational

principle of LTA will be discussed later in detail in the

section "Discussion of LTA Measurement".

The measuring system used in this study has been

developed by Dantec Electronic Co. and a 15 mW He-Ne laser is

used as the light source. As shown in Figure 4, the system

consists of an optical head and a data processing system

[47].
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4.1.1 OPTICAL HEAD

The setup of the optical head is illustrated in

Figure 5 [48]. The beam splitter BS1 receives the source

light and creates two beams. The beam plane formed by these

beams can be rotated by two polarizers P1 and P2 to ensure

its coincidence with the direction of the flight of particle.

The two beams are focused by the lens system to form the

measuring volume and the image of two focal points is

received by the same lens system and transmitted via the

mirrors M1 and M2 to the beam splitter BS2. The scattered

light, generated by a particle passing through the measuring

volume is detected and converted to the voltage signals by

the photomultiplier PM. Thus, the signals are transmitted to

the data processing system for the determination of the

particle velocity by measuring the time period between the

signals, which is illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. More

detailed description of these Figures is given in the

following section.

4.1.2 DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM

The Data Processing System of the LTA measurement has

three major functional components. 	 They are 1). Counter

Processor 	 2). Oscilloscope 	 3). Computer.

The Counter Processor receives the voltage signals from
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the photomultiplier in the optical head and conveys these

signals, both in analog form to the Oscilloscope and also in

digital form to the Computer.

The function of the computer is to determine the time

period between two successive signals which are fed from

Counter Processor and hence calculate the velocity. To do

so, the signals have to be converted into the digital square

wave form. This is done by means of a pair of preset trigger

levels which are in the Counter Processor. As illustrated in

Fig. 7, one of the trigger is set at the lower voltage level

of -150mV and the second one is set at -50mV. When the

voltage level of a signal goes below the lower trigger

level, the output goes to "1". And when the signal again

crosses the -50 mV level, the output goes to "0". The wave

form of such an output is also given in the same figure.

Thus, it can be seen that for a signal to be accepted, its

amptitude should be below -150mV. The voltage level of the

received signal can be amplified by means of the attenuator

inside the Counter and is displayed on the Oscilloscope. By

monitoring these displayed signals, one can set the voltage

level of signal for the digitization by the Counter

Processor. The form of such displayed signals is shown in

Figures 9-14. The horizontal division represents 1 micro

second and the vertical division represents 75 mV.

The time period t between two successive logical "1"s

is then determined by the computer and the velocity is
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computed as per the equation

V = d/t

where

d : distance between the two focal points

These velocity values are continuously displayed on the

LTA counter for every time interval. These values are then

recorded for the calculation of mean value of the velocity

and is discussed in full detail in the section 4.2

"Discussion of the LTA measurement. The picture of this

counter and the used Oscilloscope is shown in Fig. 8.

The application of the above principle of LTA technique

to measure the particle velocity is described in detail in

the later section.

4.2 Discussion of LTA Measurement

4.2.1 Prevention of Incorrect Data

The LTA operates by detecting scattered light from

small particles as they pass through two focal points formed

by two highly focused laser beams. As shown in Figures 7,

when a particle passes through the first focal point, it

generates a start pulse and the stop pulse is generated by

the same particle while crossing the second focal point.
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The velocity is determined by measuring the time of flight

of particles moving successively from one beam to another and

the known separation of the two beams. However, in a

turbulent flow, not every particle entering the measuring

volume will meet both laser beams and emit the start-stop

pulses. Additionally, two successive pulses may be generated

by two different particles. As illustrated in Fig. 15, there

are three possible cases regarding the travel of particles

and the generation of voltage signals, they are as follows

[45].

1. A particle travels directly from the first focus A to the

second focus B within certain time period T.

2. After a particle passes through focus A(or B), no other

particle crosses focus B(or A) during time T.

3. After a particle passes through focus A(or B), another

particle crosses focus B(or A) during time T.

The time interval resulting from the pulses in case 1

is the correct representation of the particle velocity.

The pulse generated in the case 2 is disregarded by the

computer since there is no successive pulse within the set

time T. A time T is chosen and set, so that two successive

pulses occurring within this time window T is considered by

the computer for velocity calculation. The determination of

T is based on the knowledge of an approximate value of

particle velocity. This value in our study was determined by

the Schlieren photography method. The velocity was found in
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the range of 400 to 660 m/sec for which the average time

interval is 1 microsecond. After considering all factors,

the time window was set at 2.05 microsecond, which was the

nearest available setting on the system.

The velocity calculated from the time interval

generated in case 3 is not the particles velocity. The

occurrence of such a pair of pulses is mainly due to the

following factors:

1). The mean distance between particles is smaller than the

distance between two focal points.

2). The two focal points are not aligned along the direction

of the flight of the particles.

The correct and false time intervals occurring in case

1 and 3, respectively, can not be identified by the Data

Processing System. However, the correct data has eminent

probability if the occurrence of incorrect time interval is

much less than the occurrence of correct one. As it was

shown by [44], the distribution of observed time intervals

can be, in most general case, approximated by the curve shown

in Fig. 16. This curve in general consists of two regions.

The observed data with higher occurrence probabilty were

distributed in region A and were considered as the correct

data. Region B indicated the observed data with lower

occurrence probability and represented the noises occurred

during the experiment. Therefore, the arithmetic mean
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velocity calculated from all the observed time intervals can

represent, with acceptable accuracy, the particle velocity.

The difference between the peaks at the region A and B

determines the quality of the measurement which is controlled

by the probability of the occurrence of the false values. In

general, it is possible to reduce the occurrence of false

time interval by a correct experimental setup. They are:

1). The distance between the two focal points is kept shorter

than the mean distance between the particles.

2). The two focal points are aligned as perfectly as possible

with the direction of the flight of particles.

The determination of the suitable distance between the

two foci is a major issue in the design of optical head of

LTA system. As reported in several publications on the

application of LTA [42-46], the distance should be in the

range 0.3mm to 0.5mm in order to provide satisfactory

measurements. For the LTA used in our study, such value was

chosen as 0.45mm and was found to be suitable for our

measurement.

The effect of the alignment between the direction of

the beam plane and the direction of the flight of the

particle on  the probability of the occurrence of the

incorrect time interval was discussed in [42]. Great

difficulty was encountered during the measurement to align

the direction of particle flight and two foci due to the size
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of the jet, laser beam and the speed of jet. As shown in

Fig. 17, a magnifying lens(25X) was used to enlarge the image

of the jet at low pressure(600 kPa) and the image of the

laser beams. Then the laser beam plane which consisted of

the two beams was moved and rotated to coincide with the jet

axis. The image of these two beams is shown in Fig. 18.

Thereafter, the measurements were performed at the desired

pressure which is 325 MPa in this study. The axis of jet was

positioned at the focal points. The focal length of LTA

optical head is given by manufacturer and is equal to 600mm.

4.2.2 Measurement in Pure Waterjet

The velocity measurement by the use of LTA is based on

the measurement of the time of flight of particle. However,

as reported in [42], the velocity of pure waterjet can be

measured by LTA based on the flight of submicron particles

which are normally contained in a real fluid. The velocities

of such particles are strongly correlated with the water

velocity [49]. The size difference between the added

particles and particles contained in the water determines the

difference in the intensity of the light, scattered by both

kinds of particles. This enables us to differentiate between

the signals obtained from added particles and those obtained

from contained particles. In measuring the velocities of

added particles, the signals generated by submicron particles

become noise signals by the selection of an appropriate

amplifier gain. Thus, the time intervals measured between
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such noise signals were ignored by data counter system.

4.3 Measurement Procedure

The purpose of this study is to find the correlation

between particles velocities and conditions of AWJ formation.

An AWJ is formed when a high-velocity waterjet(sapphire

waterjet) mixed with abrasive particles is expelled through a

carbide tube. The study of the behavior of the waterjet

prior to mixing with particles is therefore essentially

useful for the purpose of this study. The velocity of

the sapphire waterjet formed by the highly pressurized water

passing through the sapphire nozzle was first measured.

Then, the velocity of carbide waterjet formed by sapphire

waterjet passing through the carbide tube was also measured.

The velocities of particles entrained in the corresponding

AWJ were thereafter measured.

From the above discussion, 	 the obtained value

representing the mean velocity of the particles which pass

through the measuring point is determined statistically from

a large sample of measurement data. The sample number for

pure waterjet(either sapphire or carbide waterjet) was chosen

in the range 'of 150-200 in order to obtain such statistical

mean value. For the measurement of entrained particles, the

number was reduced to 100-150 considering the wear within the

carbide tube due to the abrasive particles passing through.
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The experimental matrix used in the determination of

particle velocity is shown in Table 1. A factorial approach

to the experimental design was adopted for this study. The

experiments were conducted in two suites. The first suite

was an investigation covering all the combination of the

diameters of sapphire and carbide nozzles. The second suite

was to study the effects of other parameters on the particle

velocity under certain sapphire and carbide nozzles. The

determination of the values of abrasive mass flow rate used

in all diameter combination is based on the consideration of

the wear within the carbide tube. This approach facilitates

the construction of an empirical model to describe the

relative importance of the various parameters investigated

and ensure that the data taken was sufficient for a sound

statistical analysis.

The determination of the experimental conditions was

based upon several important factors. These factors were

based not only upon practical considerations to conduct the

experiments, but were also chosed based upon the available

range of the sapphire and carbide diameters and the available

particle size as well as the commonly used in industry today.

All available sizes of dc and do were tested at a

contant mass flow rate value of 68 g/min and a mesh value of

#220. In all twelve combinations of dc and do were used in

the experiment. The abrasive particle of size #220 mesh and
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the low mass flow rate of 68 g/min were chosen to keep the

wear of the carbide nozzle to a minimum.

Both dn and dc were kept at a highest value at higher

mass flow rate during the experiemnt so as to prevent the

clogging of the carbide tube. The diameter 0.254mm and

diameter 0.1778mm were tested with different particle sizes

as it is the most widely used and most practical sapphire

nozzle for almost all types of cutting applications. To

determine the transition of the water to water-particle flow,

minimal detectable flow rate(13 g/min) was used at 7

different nozzle combinations. The selected matrix enabled

us to evaluate all possible nozzle combinations, the possible

range of the mass flow rate and the a prctical range of the

particle size.



CHAPTER 5

VALIDATION OF THE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

The validation of the measurement using LTA as proposed

in this study becomes necessary since the application of LTA

in determining the velocities of high speed waterjets and

water-particle jets have not been found in available

literature.

The validity of the results of the above technique for

our purpose is demonstrated by a comparison of the results of

LTA measurements with the data obtained by the well

established techniques, such as force measurements and

Schlieren photography, which will be shown in the following

section. Additionally, the measured velocities of the

waterjet were compared with the theoretical prediction

obtained from Bernoulli's equation.

5.1 Bernoulli Equation

The velocities of waterjet 	 can be calculated

theoretically from Bernoulli's equation as follows:

Vw = (2*p*gc/ρ)1/2

where

P : pressure drop across the sapphire nozzle

ρ : water density
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The computed and measured results are given in Figure

19. The higher values obtained from Bernoulli's equation in

comparison with the measured data are due to the fact that

the pressure drop within the nozzle is not considered in our

computation. The ratio of measured and computed velocities

at different water pressure is shown in Fig. [20]. It is

observed that the value of measured velocity is about 85% of

the value of velocity computed from Bernoulli's equation at

same pressure.

5.2 Force Measurement

The forces of the WJ stream were measured with

Piezoelectric Force Transducer [50], and the obtained values

were used to calculate the waterjet velocities using the

equation:

Vw = (F/ρ*A)1/2

where

Vw : mean waterjet velocity

F : measured force of waterjet

ρ : water density

A : axial surface area of waterjet

The accuracy of the determination of the velocity by

this method is strongly affected by area determination. The

measurement of axial surface area of waterjet is difficult

because of the magnitude of the jet diameter and its impact
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pressure. The value of A used in this study was determined by

the measurement of the area of the hole pierced during 60

seconds by the waterjet on the stainless steel plate with

0.55mm thickness.

The mean velocities obtained by force measurement and

the velocities measured by LTA were given in Figure 10. The

decay of mean velocity along axial direction of waterjet, as

shown in the experimental results, is due to the effect of

drag friction of the surrounding space. The mean velocity of

waterjet at the exit of the nozzle is known to be equal to

the central velocity [51]. The capability of LTA to measure

the centerline velocity in a jet is confirmed by the

comparison of both data obtained at very close stand-off

distance, which is shown in the Fig. 21.

To enhance this confirmation, an experiment was

performed based on the fact that the centerline velocity of

the jet has the maximum value along the transversal direction

[49]. The velocity measurement by the use of LTA were

carried out by moving the jet along transversal direction and

the measuring point remaining at same position. The obtained

probability distribution of the velocity at different

distances from the center of jet were shown in Figs. 22-28.

The corresponding mean velocity was given in Fig. 29. It is

observed that the velocity of the centerline of the jet,

which was measured by the method mentioned in the Chapter 4,
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has the maximum value. Therefore, the use of LTA to measure

the centerline velocity in a jet is concluded.

It is also found that the obtained probability beyond

1.143mm from the centerline of jet became randomly

distributed and failed to determine the value of velocity.

The reason for that is the direction of jet flow in that

region is not aligned with the direction of the beam plane

due to the divergence characteristics [52]. Thus, the

probability of the occurrence of the false value is higher

than the correct one. The importance of the alignment

between the direction of beam plane and the direction of the

object in the LTA measurement was discussed in detail in

Chapter 4.

5.3 Schlieren Photography

Figure 30 shows the Schlieren photograph of an abrasive

waterjet, which is used for comparing the results of LTA.

Some Mach lines were observed at the boundary of jet. The

Mach number of the flow can be determined from the photograph

by measuring the shock angle. The velocities of the liquid

phase or the entrained particles were obtained by using the

equation:

V = M*C

where

M = Mach number = (1/SINθ)
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C = speed of sound in air = 340 m/sec

in which

e = shock angle

One important fact to be noted is the velocities of the

entrained particles. By Schlieren photography technique it

was not possible to distinguish between the velocities of the

liquid phase and entrained particles. The values obtained

from the Schlieren photograph are found to be in the range

of 430m/sec to 660 m/sec, whereas values as measured by LTA

technique are in the range of 400m/sec to 500 m/sec. The

higher value observed in the case of Schlieren measurement

are most probably the liquid phase velocities. The

suitability of LTA as a means of the measurement of particle

velocity certified by the comparison of the results obtained

from both techniques.

Upon the comparison of the results presented, the LTA

instrument can allow us to measure:

1). the velocity of pure waterjet.

2). the velocity of particle entrained in an AWJ.

3). the centerline velocity of pure waterjet or the velocity

of particle entrained in the centerline of an AWJ.

The results obtained by the use of LTA for the purpose

of this study are presented in Chapter 7.



CHAPTER 6

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

Regression analysis enables us to ascertain and utilize

a relation between a variable of interest, called a dependent

or response variable, and one or more independent or

predictor variables. The analysis is often used to predict

the response variable from the knowledge of the independent

variable.

In most empirical studies where interest centers on a

dependent variable Y, the value of I is not uniquely

determined when the level of the independent variable is

specified. A tendency of the dependent variable Y varies

systematically with the independent variable X by a line or

curve of statistical relationship. A scattering of

observations around the line or curve of statistical

relationship, is partly due to the factors in addition to the

independent variable X affect the dependent variable Y, and

partly due to the inherent variability of Y [53].

A regression model then assumes that each observation

on the dependent variable Y i consists of:

1. A regression component reflecting the line or curve of

statistical relationship.

2. A random component reflecting the scatter or deviation
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about the line or curve of statistical relationship.

For example, the basic regression model, where the

statistical relation is linear, takes the form:

Yi = B' + B"*Xi + ei

where

Yi is the response in the ith observation.

Xi is the value of independent variable in the ith

observation.

B' and B" are regression components and are 	 called

regression parameters.

ei : is the random component and is called error term.

Ordinarily, the regression parameters B' and B" are

unknown and must be estimated from sample data. The error

terms are the data that are used to identify the dispersion

of all Y values around the estimated equations. The

determination of the values of B° and B" with minimum

deviation is given in [54,55].

The linear regression equation describes a constant

amount of increase in the dependent variable associated with

a unit increase in the independent variable. The data

obtained in experiment, however, does not always follow the

linear hypothesis tendency. But, many possible nonlinear

mathematical relationships between the two variables X and Y

can be transformed to linear relationships between two new
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variables by applying a relatively simple mathematical

operation to the original nonlinear form [56].

Consider the exponential relation, for example,

Y = B' * eB"X

the nonlinear relationship is transformed to a linear

relation, by taking the natural logarithm of both sides of

the equation, as follows:

Ln Y = Ln B' + B" * X or

W = b' + B" * X

This mathematical operation yields a linear

relationship instead of an exponential relationship. The

regression parameters in the new linear regression equation

can be estimated from transforming the sample data by taking

the natural logarithm of each Yi, and then performing the

simple linear regression analysis on the transformed data

set.

There are many software packages available to find the

regression parameters of estimated regression equations.

These packages calculate the value of correlation coefficient

to show the degree of association between response values and

estimation. TempleGraph, developed by Mihalisin

Associates [57] and used in this study, is a software

package, which allows one to analyze data via regression

operation and represent the obtained results graphically. A

comparative study of four regression models such as linear,
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exponential, power, and natural logarithm is used to

construct the empirical equation for the prediction of the

particle velocities in different conditions of AWJ formation.

The selection of a desired regression model was based on the

comparison of the values of correlation coefficients

associated with each regression model. The selection of the

dimensionless groups involved in the empirical equation,

either independent or dependent variables, were determined

based on the results of regression analysis. A number of

trials were performed to choose the one with highest

correlation coefficient, conforming the physically acceptable

process pattern.



CHAPTER 7

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

7.1 Velocities of Sapphire Waterjets(V s.w. )

The waterjet formed by the highly pressurized water and

passing through the sapphire nozzle is called sapphire

waterjet for distinction in this study. The measurements, by

the use of LTA, to determine the center velocities of

sapphire waterjet were first performed. The diameters of

sapphire nozzles used in the presented study were 0.1778mm,

0.254mm, 0.3048mm and 0.3556mm respectively, and the

discharge pressure was maintained at 325Mpa. Figs. 31-35

show the probability distribution of velocity obtained at the

stand-off distances(i.e., the distance from the nozzle exit)

in the range from 6.35mm to 63.5mm with a 0.254mm nozzle

diameter. The results shown in these figures indicate the

relative frequency of the velocities. The Figures showing

the frequency(i.e., the number of occurrence) distribution of

velocity obtained with other nozzle diameters are given in

Appendix.

The values occurring with lower probability, which were

distributed in the shielding region as shown in the given

figures, have been discarded as being caused due to the

"noise" associated with the measurement. The mean velocity

of each measurement is estimated by taking the arithmetic
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mean of only those values of the sample data(i.e. the

observed velocities) which had a high probability of

occurrence. The "cut-off" value is varied in each obtained

probability distribution and is shown in given Figures. The

variation of the accepted values of velocities is due to

the errors of measurements, other than the turbulent

longtitudinal pulsation of velocity. By comparing the

probability or frequency distribution of velocity obtained at

different stand-off distances with same nozzle, the

scattering of jet velocities increases as the distance from

the nozzle exit point increases. This change is due to the

deterioration of the jet coherence in the course of its

development. The values of mean velocities of sapphire

waterjets estimated from the measurements with different

nozzles are tabulated in Table 2 and shown in Fig. 36.

As observed from the results, the values of velocities

of waterjets are slightly increased as the nozzle diameter

decreased. Considering the energy loss along the piping

line, however, it may be concluded that the velocities of

waterjets formed by different nozzle diameters at constant

discharge pressure of water are virtually the same and about

700 m/sec. It is also observed that the center line velocity

of sapphire waterjet tend to decrease along the axial

direction. Such a velocity decay indicates that the waterjet

energy has dispersed in the transverse direction.



7.2 Velocities of Carbide Waterjets(V c.w. )

The abrasive particles are entrained into the nozzle

head to mix with sapphire waterjet and the AWJ that is formed

by such mixture gets expelled through the secondary

nozzle(named carbide tube or slurry nozzle). The waterjet

formed by the sapphire waterjet and expelled through the

carbide tube without entraining any abrasive particles is

called carbide waterjet to distinguish from the sapphire

waterjet. 	 The diameters of carbide tubes used in the

experiments were 0.863mm, 1.09mm and 1.6mm. 	 The length of

the tube was 50.8mm.

The acceleration of entrained particles is a result of

momentum transfer from sapphire waterjet and the acceleration

process occurring within the carbide tube. Therefore, the

velocities of the particles are strongly correlated with the

superiority of the alignment between the sapphire nozzle and

carbide tube. Thus, the velocities of carbide waterjets has

to be determined in order to identify such superiority. The

existing method for the determinination of the superiority of

the alignment is based on the observation of the strength of

the carbide waterjet discharged at low pressure(about 1,000

psi). The procedure for the alignment of sapphire and

carbide nozzles, used in our setup, is as described below.



The sapphire nozzle is placed at the center of a

housing which is threaded to the high pressure water pipe.

This housing is detachable from the pipe in order to facitate

the replacement of worn sapphire nozzle. Three screwed holes

at 120 degree pitch are at its bottom end. The holes have

screws in them to hold the carbide nozzle in position and

adjust its axis in relation to the axis of the sapphire

nozzle.

Initially, the waterjet is manually maintained at 1,000

psi so that the coherence of the jet coming out of the

carbide nozzle can be seen visually, and the position of

carbide nozzle can be adjusted manually. It is thus possible

to determine the superiority of the alignment based upon the

visual observation of the jet. If there is no disturbance in

the jet, i.e., no waterdrop around the periphery of the jet,

then the alignment procedure is said to be completed.

Although this is not an accurate method, it is the commonlly

accepted procedure applied in the industry so far.

Figure 37 illustrates the probability distribution

of velocity of carbide waterjet. The Figures showing the

frequency distribution of velocity of the carbide waterjets

are given in Appendix. The estimated mean values of

velocities obtained in the measurements are given in Table 3.

The multiple values shown in the same diameter combination,

as observed from given Table, were the values of the

velocities of carbides waterjets formed by assembling the
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same sapphire and carbide nozzles differently, i.e., the

sapphire and carbide nozzles were disassembled after the

first measurement and the same nozzles were assembled again

for second measurement and so on. As observed from the given

results, the variation of the values obtained at the same

diameters of sapphire and carbide nozzles indicates the

uncertainty of the velocities of carbide waterjets. The

above mentioned phenomena is also confirmed by the Figure 38

which gives a graph of value of (V c.w. /Vs.w. ) against

(dn/dc ) 2 . A clear inference from the graph would be that the

velocity values of the carbide waterjet obtained at same

value of (dn/dc ) 2 are inconsistent. This is due to the

variation in the alignment of the carbide and sapphire

nozzles in successive set-ups. A perfect alignment should

ensure the velocities of carbide and sapphire waterjets to be

the same provided the same sapphire and carbide nozzles are

used.

7.3 Velocity of Entrained Abrasive Particle(V a )

Typical probability distribution of velocities of

particles is shown in Fig. 39. 	 The Figures showing the

frequency distribution of velocity of particles entrained in

different AWJs are given in Appendix. The mean values of

velocities estimated from the measured results are given in

Table 4 - 8. 	 The multiple values shown in the Table were
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taken repeatedly for the same AWJ to check the effect of wear

of the carbide tube on the particle velocity. The average of

those multiple values was used to represent the particle

velocity at that condition. No clear tendency is found by

comparing the value of V a at different conditions such as

diameter of sapphire or carbide nozzle. However, some

tendencies are noticed by comparing the values of (V c.w -

Va ), where the carbide waterjet and the AWJ were formed by

the same sapphire and carbide nozzles. The reason for the

use of the velocity difference between the carbide waterjet

and the corresponding entrained particles is to nullify the

effect of the alignment and the energy loss due to the

interaction between the waterjet within the carbide tube.

Therefore, the variation of (Vc.w - Va ) virtually represents

the variation relative to V a .

7.3.1 Effects of Diameter of Carbide Tube(d c )

A graph of (Vc.w - Va ) against the diameter of carbide

tube (dc) was constructed and shown in Figure 40. From the

constructed figure it is found that the value of (V c.w - Va )

increases with the increase of d c . The increasing value of

(Vc.w - Va ) in the figure can be actually interpreted as the

decrease in the value of V a . The decreasing trend in the

value of Va with the increasing value of dc suggests the

acceleration of the particles are highly dependent on the

rebound force obtained from the wall of the carbide tube.
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7.3.2 Effects of Diameter of Sapphire Nozzle(d n )

Figure 41 	 shows a graph of (Vc.w. -Va ) against the

diameter of sapphire nozzle (d n ). It indicates that the

value (Vc.w-Va ) tends to decrease, i.e. V a increases, with

the increasing of the dn . It is realized from the fact that

the water flow rate of sapphire waterjet is increased by the

increasing of the diameter of sapphire nozzle. As a result of

the increasing of water flow rate, more momentum is delivered

to accelerate the entrained particles and their velocities,

therefore, are increased.

7.3.3 Effects of Particle Size

The size distribution of the particles in different

mesh numbers is shown in Figure 3 [12]. Fig. 42 shows the

probability of velocity of particles entrained in an AWJ, and

is based on separate measurements for injecting different

mesh numbers of particles. As observed from the given

figure, the patterns of the probability distribution of the

velocities are similar and the values are in the same range.

This indicates that the variation of the velocities of

entrained particles is practically independent of the size of

added particles. The reason of this similarity of velocity

distribution is the disintegration of the added particles

during the acceleration process, which was confirmed by the
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results given in Ref.[58].

7.3.4 Effects of Abrasive Mass Flow Rate(m a )

The values of mean velocities of particles entrained in

an AWJ for different mass flow rates are shown in Fig. 43.

The velocity values of particles tend to decrease with the

increasing of mass flow rate(m a ) at constant diameters of

sapphire and carbide nozzles. Conversely, as the mass flow

rate decreases, the value (Vc.w. -Va ) also decreases and as

the mass flow rate approaches to zero, Vc.w. -Va is equal to

zero. Thereby, it suggests that at a very mass flow rate,

the velocity of the carbide waterjet is equal to the velocity

of the entrained particle. This is also obvious from the

fact of theory of momentum transfer that as the mass flow

tends to reduce, the velocity tends to increase.

7.5 Resulting Equation

On the basis of the above results it has been finally

possible to construct an empirical equation that can be used

to predict the particles velocities by certain known

conditions of AWJ formation. By known conditions we mean the

knowledge of diameters of sapphire and carbide nozzles,

abrasive mass flow rate and particle size distribution. A

number of trials were performed to select the correct

independent and dependent dimensionless variables for such an

equation. The foremost creteria for the selection of these
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variables was the correlation coefficient obtained by

conducting the regression analysis of the variables.

The regression analysis of the values of the parameters

such as Vs.w. , Vc.w. , Va , dn, dc and ma was carried out. The

results with higher correlation coefficients are shown in

Figures 44-46. It was observed that the relation between

(Vc.w. -Va )/Vs.w. and (Qa/Qw) (dn/de had the highest value of

coefficient in the case of power regression model. The

resulting equation is given as follows:

Y = a * Xb

where

Y = (Vc.w. -Va )/Vs.w.

X= (Qa/Qw) (dn/dc)2

a = 0.6274

b = 2.5571

Qa : volume flow rate of abrasive

Qw : volume flow rate of water

The above equation Y=aXb is derived using the volume

flow rare instead of mass flow rate. The main reason behind

this is the availability of the information for potential

applications of this equation for different types of fluid

media.



7.5 Discussion

7.5.1 Application of Resulting Equation

The obtained resulting equation enables us to predict

the value of the velocity of particle entrained in an AWJ for

given values of the diameters of sapphire and carbide nozzles

and the abrasive mass flow rate. The procedure for the

computation of particle velocity using this equation is

illustrated as follows:

1). The value of (Vc.w - Va )/Vs.w is obtained from given

values of dn , dc and ma ( Qa = ma/p).

2). The value of Vs.w is determined by the product of a

coefficient and the velocity computed from Bernoulli's

equation. As discussed in Chapter 5, 	 this coefficient is

used to take into account the pressure drop that occurred

within the sapphire nozzle. The value of this coefficient is

chosen as 0.85 which is determined from the ratio of measured

and computed velocity as shown in Fig. 20. As it was

discussed in our study, the velocity of the sapphire waterjet

at 325 MPa is constant and equal 822 m/sec as computed using

Bernoulli equation. Therefore, after taking to account the

above value of the coefficient, 0.85, the value of V s.w used

for our computation is equal to 699 m/sec.

3). As mentioned in the preceding section, the ratio of
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Vc.w. /Vs.w depends on the superiority of the alignment

between the sapphire and carbide nozzles. As of today, there

is no available data which can provide us such information

to determine this ratio. Ideally, this ratio is expected to

be equal to 1 and this value is used in our computation.

The computed velocities and the corresponding measured

particle velocities are shown in Figure 47. The difference

between these two values does not exceed +/- 100 m/sec.

7.5.2 Limitations of the Resulting Equation

The characteristics of an AWJ formed in the certain

range of diameter ratio of sapphire and carbide nozzles is

expected to be different with an AWJ formed in the some other

range of such diameter ratio. For example, an AWJ formed

with very small ratio of dn/dc has the same characteristics

as a free jer(jet submerged in the air) whereas the AWJ

formed with the ratio of dn/dc equal to 1 is essentially

considered as the flow in a straight pipe. Therefore, the

use of the obtained equation is limited to the diameter ratio

in the range employed in this study, which changes from 0.11

to 0.41. For the diameter ratio outside this range, further

study is required.

As mentioned in the preceding Chapters, the parameters

involved in this study are the diameters of sapphire and

carbide nozzles, the size of added particles and its mass
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flow rate. The other parameters such as the length of

carbide tube and water pressure are kept constant during the

measurement. Therefore, the obtained equation is only

applicable to calculate the velocities of particles in an AWJ

under considered conditions. However, it may be expected

that the kinematic variable (V c.w- Va)/Vs.wcan be also used

in the construction of the equation for a wide range of

experimental process.

Despite the above mentioned limitations, the results

provided in this study is the only available equation which

can be used to predict the velocities of particles entrained

in an AWJ The parameters considered in this study are the

actual parameters used in AWJ cutting technology so that the

obtained results can be used by the industry.



CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS

8.1 LTA Measurement

Since the knowledge of physics of the acceleration

mechanism of the particles entrained in an AWJ is still

limited, no reliable theoretical data available as of today

enable us to predict the particles velocities. Moreover, the

experimental techniques which have been employed for such

studies can not provide such informations due to the complex

phenomena of the subject in question. It is expected that

the applications of AWJ technology can be extended if those

informations can be acquired properly.

An optical instrument(LTA) was used to measure the

velocities of the particles entrained in the AWJ. Those

values were compared with the ones obtained by the other

means. The application of the measurements using LTA for the

AWJ in question is validated and the conclusions of this

study related to the measurements by LTA can be drawn as

follows:

1. LTA can be used for the measurement of the velocities of

the waterjet and abrasive waterjet. The technique for this

measurement was developed and validated.

2. LTA can discriminate the velocities of the water and
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entrained particles in an AWJ.

3. LTA enables us to determine the center line velocity of

jet.

8.2 Analysis of the Results of the Measurement

An AWJ is the combination of sapphire waterjet, carbide

waterjet and entrained particles. The velocities of the

sapphire and carbide waterjets are measured prior to the

measurement of velocities of entrained particles. The

results of the measurement of the waterjets indicate:

1. Velocities of sapphire waterjets formed at constant water

pressure of 325MPa by different nozzle diameters are almost

equal to 700 m/sec. 	 The observed difference between the

velocities of the 	 jets generated by different sapphire

nozzles are due to the 	 difference in the pressure drop

along the pipeline.

2. In our experiments, the velocities of entrained particles

range from 243m/sec to 634m/sec.

3. The velocities of carbide waterjets are strongly

correlated to the alignment between the sapphire and the

carbide nozzles. The existing alignment technique does not

allow us to generate the carbide waterjets having a constant

value of velocities at same sapphire and carbide nozzles and

constant water pressure. The estimated variation of the

velocity of carbide waterjet due to the effect of the
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alignment is in the range of 20%.

4. The kinematics of the carbide waterjet is determined by

the 	 dimensionless group (Vc.w. -Va )/Vs.w..

5. In a general form, the correlation between the kinematic

characteristics of the jet and conditions of its formation

are 	 given by the following equation:

6. The 	 following effects have been observed from the

statistical analysis of our data:

a. The 	 velocities of the entrained particles are increased

with the increase of the diameter of the sapphire nozzle.

b. The velocities of entrained particles increase as the

diameter of carbide tube decreases.

c. The mean values of the velocities of entrained particles

decrease as the abrasive mass flow rate increases.

d. There is a weak correlation between the velocities of the

entrained particles and the size of the added particles.



Fig. 1: Schematic of Sapphire Waterjet
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Fig. 2: Schematic of the Assembly for the AWJ Formation
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Fig. 3: Size Distribution of Added Particles
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Fig. 4: Block Diagram of the Data Management System
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Fig. 5: Sketch of the Optical Head of LTA
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Fig. 6: Sketch of the LTA Measuring Volume
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Fig. 7: Wave Form of Output Signals for Digitization
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Fig. 8: Picture of Counter and Oscilloscope
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rig. q; Oscillogram of Signals from LTA Measurement on Sapphire
Waterjet: dn=0.3556mm

Fig.10: Oscillogram of LTA Signal;Sapphire Waterjet: dn=0.254mm
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Fig. 	 Oscillogram of Signals from LTA Measurement on  Carbide
Waterjet: dn-0.1778mm; dc=1.09mm

Fig.12: Oscillogram of LTA Signal; Carbide Waterjet:
dn=0.254mm; dc =0 8636mm
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Oscillogram of Signals from LTA Measurement on Abrasive
Waterjet: dn=0.3556mm; dc=0.8636mm; ma=68g/min;da=#220

Fig.14: Oscillogram of LTA Signal; Abrasive Waterjet:
dn=0,254mm; dc=0 8636mm; ma= 68g/min; d a =#220
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Pulse Generation Due to Single Particle

2). Pulse Generation with Incorrect Time Interval

Pul se Generation Due to a Different Particles

Fig.15: Possibility of Pulse Generation
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Fig.16: Frequency Distribution of Observed Data
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Fiq.17: Picture of the Experimental Setup for  the
Alignment of the Measurement

Fig.18: Picture of the Image of Laser Bems
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Fig.19: Comparison between LTA Measurement and
Bernoulli Equation Computation(P w v.s. Vs.w2)
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Fig.20: Comparison between LTA Measurement and
Bernoulli Equation Computation(V l/Vb V.S. Pw)
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Fig.21: Comparison between Velocities Determined by
LTA and Force Transducer Measurements
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Fig.22: Probability 	 Distribution of Velocities of
Sapphire Waterjet at 0.00 Radial Distance
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Fig.23: Probability 	 Distribution of Velocities o
Sapphire Waterjet at 0.127mm Radial Distance
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Fig.24: Probability 	 Distribution of Velocities of
Sapphire Waterjet at 0.381mm Radial Distance
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Fig.25: Probability 	 Distribution of Velocities of
Sapphire Waterjet at 0.762mm Radial Distance
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Fig.26: Probability 	 Distribution of Velocities of
Sapphire Waterjet at 1.143mm Radial Distance
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Fig.27: Probability 	 Distribution of Velocities of
Sapphire Waterjet at 1.524mm Radial Distance
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Fig.28: Probability 	 Distribution of Velocities of
Sapphire Waterjet at 1.778mm Radial Distance
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Fig.29: Estimated Velocities of Sapphire Waterjet at
Different Radial Distances; dn=0.254mm
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Fig.30: Schlieren Photograph of AWJ;
dn=0.254mm, d c=0.8636mm, m a=68q/min
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Fig.31: Probability 	 Distribution of Velocities of
Sapphire Waterjet at 6.35mm Stand-off Distance
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Fig.32: Probability 	 Distribution of Velocities of
Sapphire Waterjet at 25.4mm Stand-off Distance
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Fig.33: Probability 	 Distribution of Velocities of
Saphhire Waterjet at 38.1mm Stand-off Distance
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Fig.34: Probability 	 Distribution of Velocities of
Sapphire Waterjet at 50.8mm Stand-off Distance



Fig.35: Probability 	 Distribution of Velocities of
Sapphire Waterjet at 63.5mm Stand-off Distance
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Fig.36: Estimated Velocities of Sapphire Waterjets at
Different Stand-off Distances
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Fig.37: Probability 	 Distribution 	
of Velocities of

Carbide Waterjet; dn = 0.254m; dc=0.762;ds=12.7mm
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Fig.38: Velocity Ratio of Carbide and Sapphire Waterjets
Versus the Diameter Ratio of Carbide and Sapphire Nozzles
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Fig.39: Probability 	 Distribution of Velocities of
Entrained Particles within 	 an AWJ; ma=13g/min;
dn=0.254mm; dc=0 762°da =#220; ds=12.7mm
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Fig.40: Effect of Carbide Tube Diameter on (V c.w-Va
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Fig.41: Effect of Sapphire Nozzle Diameter on (V c.w-Va)



Fig.42: Probability 	 Distribution of Velocities of
Different Size Particles Entrained in an AWJ
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Fig.43: Effect of Abrasive Mass Flow Rates on (Vc.w. -Va)
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Fig.44: Correlation between (V a/Vc.w 	(dn/dc)-.) and (Q a/Qw )
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Fig.45: Correlation between (V a/Vs.w. ) and (Qa/Qw )
(dn/dc)2
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Fig.46: Correlation between (Vc.w.-Va)/Vs.w. and (Q a/Qw )
(dn/dc)
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Fig.47: Comparison between Computed and Measured Particle Velocity
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Footnotes:
No Symbol 	 : #220

*	: #80

+ 	 : #120
x	: #50

Table 1: Experimental Matrix
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Footnotes: 	 Unit: m/sec
I. dn(mm): diameter of sapphire nozzle
2. ds(mm): stand-off distance

Table 2 : Mean Velocities of Sapphire Waterjets

Unit: m/sec
Footnotes:

1.dn(mm): diameter of sapphire nozzle
2.dc(mm): diameter of carbide tube

Table 3 : Estimated Velocities of Carbide !Waterjets
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Unit: m/sec
Footnotes:

1.dn(mm): diameter of sapphire nozzle
2.dc(mm): diameter of carbide tube
3.abrasive mass flow rate: 68 g/min
4. abrasive mesh no, (d A ): #220

Table 4: Estimated Velocities of Entrained Particles;
mA= 68 g/min;d ::#220

Unit: m/sec
Footnotes:

1.dn(mm): diameter of sapphire nozzle
2.dc(mm): diameter of carbide tube
3. abrasive mass flow rate 13 g/Min
4.abrasive mesh no.: #220

fable 5: Estimated Velocities of Entrained Particles;
m -13 g/Min; d A :#220
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Footnotes:
1.m.(g/min): abrasive mass flow rate

2.Ua(m/sec): mean particle velocity
Table 6: Estimated Velocities of Particles at Different bass Flow Rates;

da = #220; dn = 0.1778mm; do = 1.09mm

Table 7 : Estimated Velocities of Particle at Different Hass Flow Rates;
da = #80; dn = 0.2540mm; do = 0.863mm
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Footnotes:
1.m,(g/min) : abrasive mass flow rate

2.Va(m/sec) : man velocity of particle

Table 8 : Estimated Velocities of Particles at Different lass Flow Bates;
da = #220; do = 0.3556mm; de = 1.6mm
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Fig. Al: Frequency Distribution of Velocities of

Sapphire Waterjet; d,=0.3556mm; d.=6.35mm
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Fig. A2: Frequency Distribution of Velocities of
Sapphire Waterjet; d,=0.3556mm; d.=12.7mm
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Fig. A3: Frequency Distribution of VelocitieS of
Sapphire Waterjet ; dn = 3556mm; ds= 25.4mm
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Fig. A4: Frequency Distribution of Velocities of

Sapphire Waterjet; d,=0.2556mm; d.=38.1mm
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Fig. A5: Frequency Distribution of Velocities of
Sapphire Waterjet; d,=0.3556mm; d.=50. 8m►
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Fig. 46: Frequency Distribution of Velocities of
Sapphire Waterjet; d,=0.3556mm; d.=63.5mm
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Fig. A7: Frequency Distribution of Velocities of
Carbide Waterjet; dc=1.09mm; dn=0.1778mm
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Fig. A8: Frequency Distribution of Velocities of
Carbide Waterjet; d=1.6mm; d,=0.254mm
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Fig. AS: Frequency Distribution of Velocities of
Carbide Waterjet; d c-=1.09mm; d,=0.254mm
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Fig. A10: Frequency Distribution o f Velocit i es of
Carbide Wat erj et ; 	 863mrn ; d,=0. 254mrn
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Fig. All: Frequency Distribution of Velocities of

Carbide Waterjet; cl=0.863mul; d,=0.254mm
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Fig- A12: Frequency Distribution of Velocities of Entrained
Particles in an AWJ; ma=13 g/min ; dn = 25.4mm

d c=0.863mm; d a =220
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Fig., A13: Frequency Distribution of Velocities of Entrained
Particles in an AWJ; ma=13 g/min; dn=0.3048mm
dm=0.863mm; da=220
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Fig. A14: Frequency Distribution of Velocities of Entrained
Particles in an AWJ; ma=68 g/min; dn=0.254mm

dm=0.863mm; da=220
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